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Erratum 
Volume 7, Number 2 (1986), in the article “Prediction for Some Non- 
Gaussian Autoregressive Schemes,” by M. Rosenblatt, pages 182-198: 
On page 184, line 7 from the bottom should read “a-l, p” in place of 
“a, P- ?” 
On page 187, line 3 from the bottom “dx,(l - 8)” should be replaced by 
“dX,(l - p) dx,-t.” 
On page 189, line 10 from the top, replace “B(a, j)” by “B(y, j).” 
On page 190, line 10 from the top should read “x,,” in place of “x,” “a” 
in place of “y.” 
On page 190, line 11 from the top should read “x”” in place of “x.” 
On page 191, lines 13 and 14 from the top should read “Then up to a 
factor $ 
On page 191, line 13 from the bottom should read 
On page 191, line 7 from the bottom should read “v~-~ = - :(x,-~ + 
Un-j)*” 
On page 191, line 6 from the bottom should read “u, = i.$‘, + fu,-r.” 
On page 191, line 4 from the bottom should read “ - U - 2v.” 
On page 191, fine 3 from the bottom should read “The density function 
of -x, has the trapezoidal form 
On page 192, line 2 from the top should read “(u”, v,) + (u,+t, v,+J.” 
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